Abstract-Recent progress toward the realization of the "Internet of Things" has improved the ability of physical and soft/cyber entities to operate effectively within large-scale, heterogeneous systems. It is important that such capacity be accompanied by feedback control capabilities sufficient to ensure that the overall systems behave according to their specifications and meet their functional objectives. To achieve this, such systems require new architectures that facilitate the online deployment, composition, interoperability, and scalability of control system components. Most current control systems lack scalability and interoperability because their design is based on a fixed configuration of specific components, with knowledge of their individual characteristics only implicitly passed through the design. This paper addresses the need for flexibility when replacing components or installing new components, which might occur when an existing component is upgraded or when a new application requires a new component, without the need to readjust or redesign the overall system. A semantically enhanced feedback control architecture is introduced for a class of systems, aimed at accommodating new components into a closed-loop control framework by exploiting the semantic inference capabilities of an ontology-based knowledge model. This architecture supports continuous operation of the control system, a crucial property for large-scale systems for which interruptions have negative impact on key performance metrics that may include human comfort and welfare or economy costs. A case-study example from the smart buildings domain is used to illustrate the proposed architecture and semantic inference mechanisms.
more complex systems such as electric power grids [4] . The high penetration of smart portable and embedded devices connected to networks, suggest a future where machines will interact with each other and the environment, in a contextaware framework [5] . Thus, new sensing, actuation and control capabilities can be created.
In this context, consider the case of a smart building, equipped with various sensors, actuators and controllers, designed to maintain the comfort and safety of the inhabitants, while reducing operating costs. A smart building may consist of various sub-systems that control the lighting, the temperature and the humidity, the condition of the air, fire alarm systems, sprinkler systems and many more. In most cases, the design of these systems is based on a fixed configuration of specific components, with certain knowledge of their specific characteristics. For example, specific temperature sensors and heaters may be part of the control operation of a heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning (HVAC) system, but in general any other system in the same building ignores their existence. This causes lack of reconfigurability and interoperability for the control components, thus considerably limiting the potential capabilities and lifetime of the overall control system. A truly smart control system should be able to respond to an evolving environment by reconfiguring itself online and effectively utilizing the available components so that the technical and economic control objectives are not compromised. For instance, the control system may utilize an independent electric heater if it becomes aware that, at a certain time, the HVAC requires that actuation capacity to effectively control the temperature. The emerging maturity of the Internet of Things (IoT) paradigm and the subsequent proliferation of embedded systems with wireless connectivity has made it possible to meet this requirement.
The main contribution of this paper is the design of an innovative semantically enhanced architecture for online configuration of feedback control schemes. The proposed architecture can be adopted in a class of dynamic systems and it is general enough to be applicable to various application domains, though in this paper emphasis is given to smart building applications. We present a mechanism, which allows the systematic modeling of available expert knowledge about the domain in which the control system operates, as well as about the control system design variables. The mechanism enables the on-line selection of components and can be exploited for automatic (semantically viable) closed-loops' reconfiguration when changes are detected in the pool of components. This paper is organized as follows. Section II offers insights into related work. Section III formulates the problem being considered, with reference to the introduced architecture. Then, Section IV discusses the relevant semantic (knowledge) modeling. This is followed by Section V that presents the respective semantic models of individual control system components, as well as the pairwise composition models in a feedback loop orchestration. Section VI follows, presenting specific composition example cases from the buildings domain. Finally, Section VII concludes this paper and discusses future directions.
II. RELATED WORK
A lot of work has been undertaken to date by the control community toward designing control algorithms with online adaptation capabilities that aim to facilitate the flexibility of the control system to accommodate system uncertainties and/or time variations. For instance, approaches to designing fault-tolerant control systems are presented in [6] , while the textbooks [7] , [8] comprise comprehensive information sources on approaches to design adaptive controllers. Combining adaptation capabilities with online learning of unknown system dynamics, has been also addressed in research; the textbook [9] discusses general methodologies for designing adaptive approximation-based control systems. Adaptive approximation-based techniques have been utilized also recently, using neural networks [10] , as well as fuzzy logic [11] , [12] in designing controllers and/or approximators for certain classes of nonlinear systems with unknown parameters. Knudsen [13] , Stoustrup [14] , and more recently Bendtsen et al. [15] , have worked toward adapting to and accommodating online changes in the system's dynamics and order (e.g., when new components are plugged in a closed-loop system), for linear systems. A more recent approach to the control reconfiguration and fault detection in nonlinear systems can be seen in [16] .
The work discussed above, deals with the design of controllers with predefined structure, which however pose the required adaptation capabilities so as to maintain satisfactory performance in the presence of certain system uncertainty and changes. Nevertheless, there are cases where the design of a single-structure controller is not practical or it cannot satisfy the control objectives. Such cases are addressed by another research area, the "variable structure control" [17] . This area assumes that the control system switches among several predefined control structures that take over when certain criteria are met (e.g., when a regulated state slides to the bounds of specific areas in the state-space). The switching between control structures is either based on deterministic criteria or even follows a stochastic process [18] . This type of systems are a special case of "hybrid dynamical systems" that have been studied extensively in [19] , also in terms of their reconfiguration strategies for active fault accommodation [20] .
An essentially complementary approach from a different perspective, is the design of modular architectures. An early effort toward introducing the need for a modular architecture for the control system design and the concept of structuring the data exchanged based on their basic semantic description, has been discussed in [21] . More recent efforts [22] , though not focusing specifically on the control problem, address the modeling of cyber-physical systems as collections of services offered by specific physical devices and cyber tools within certain time and domain context. These services are then invoked, based on their standard descriptions for online composition of services, to perform specific tasks. Moreover, Glotfelter et al. [23] are taking advantage of the cloud computing paradigm to offer middleware solutions that allow abstraction of services of physical units for online invocation. An equally interesting approach is presented in [24] and [25] where a building application stack and a building operating system services architecture are introduced, allowing the development of portable control applications for buildings, decoupled from hardware and building specificity. That work deals with the interoperability of building components, implementing metadata models, and fuzzy queries for abstraction.
In order to deal with the interoperability in the modular (component-based) architectures discussed above, the research community investigated the use of semantic knowledge models. The explicit incorporation of semantics in the control systems design has been proposed in [26] . The semantic knowledge models are considered in that article as an artificial intelligence tool, required to be used for the modeling of knowledge about plants, control system components and control goals. An architecture is proposed, which allows the control system to reason upon the modeled knowledge and select appropriate control systems from a pre-existing pool. The concept of expert knowledge modeling in control systems is also used in [27] , mainly focusing on the semantic validation of simulation software. A more system theoretic approach to presenting the concepts of semantic control systems can be found in [28] , which discussed the notion of semantic rules as mappings between physical phenomena and explained that control is in general rule-following, be it functional or semantic rules. Furthermore, concrete examples of using semantic knowledge models in the smart buildings domain, are observed in the literature. For instance, the "DOGont" ontology [29] deals with the current issues of vendors' and technologies' heterogeneity in domotic environments. Also, Valiente-Rocha and Lozano-Tello [30] described an ontologybased expert system that is able to transparently control the home automation processes by learning from the human users' behavior.
This paper is complimentary to what discussed above and advances the state of art by combining existing tools from different areas and offering explicit solutions to identified gaps. We address in general a variable structure control problem, since we assume that there is no predesigned single controller that poses all required adaptation capabilities to learn and accommodate the changes (e.g., in case of faults) in the controlled plant and/or the control system components. We consider a plug-and-play capability in our proposed solution, however, not in terms of built-in adaptation capability to changes due to newly plugged components; we implement a mechanism that enables the control system to switch online between different configurations. Unlike typical switching systems where the transition happens when the system state enters a predefined region of the state-space, our switching decision is explicitly made and enforced through a discretestate logic-based system. The explicit design of this mechanism is a key contribution. This mechanism assumes that the available control modes (configurations) are not defined in advance; they are composed online using components from an evolving pool of control system components, able to interoperate in a modular architecture but without hard-coded interfaces. At discrete events, the logic-based system exploits modeled knowledge and subsequent (standards' based) semantic characterizations of components' interfaces, as well as inductive inference rules to produce the switching signal. These are further clarified in the sequel.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Large-scale complex systems typically consist of a large number of components and subsystems and they evolve over time as new technology becomes available, leading to the addition of new or replacement of existing components. For example, in the context of a smart building, new sensors (e.g., occupancy sensors or CO and CO 2 sensors) or new actuators (e.g., a heater or a humidifier) may be plugged-in and become available. In this case, it is desirable that the building control system reconfigures itself and integrates the new components in the overall control scheme, so as to ensure continuous operation and satisfaction of control specifications (e.g., user safety and comfort).
In order to achieve the above objectives, a cognitive agent, denoted as , is proposed. This agent is responsible for maintaining an expert knowledge base, performing logical reasoning tasks, making decisions, and configuring various components such that the operation objectives are met. The agent first detects and identifies the changes in the availability of components. With the emerging maturity of the IoT this requirement is addressed by established message formatting standards and communication protocols. Subsequently, should become aware of the characteristics and capabilities of the new components. This is exactly the emphasis of this paper, proposing the use of ontological knowledge models and semantic characterization and reasoning techniques [31] , [32] . Thus, each component can be annotated with certain "tags" that describe its characteristics and capabilities. Once this information is received by , it is integrated with the existing knowledge available about the overall system, together with information that can be obtained from experts, normal users, and/or the Internet. The new knowledge is then utilized to reconfigure the existing feedback control scheme, considering currently available components.
The general architecture is shown in Fig. 1 , where I ∈ {0, 1, 2, ...} is the index of the possible feedback control scheme configurations. In the proposed architecture, a control scheme for a given "plant" is considered (e.g., a room of a larger building, characterized by certain state variables like temperature, humidity, lighting, air quality, etc.) that need to be controlled to satisfy certain control objectives, e.g., maintain safe and comfortable conditions for the users. Other example of a plant can be a window or door characterized by its opening state. The plant's state is monitored by a set of sensors S (I) , e.g., thermistors, occupancy sensors, limit switches, smoke detectors and so on. Furthermore, a set of actuators A (I) is considered, able to act on the plant and affect its state. For instance, a heating element may be used to adjust the temperature, a lamp to adjust the lighting, a motor to open a window.
In practice, the actuators are typically driven by automatic control schemes which take measurements from sensors and compare them to reference signals in order to generate the control signals to be fed to the actuators. The control algorithms can range in complexity from a simple ON/OFF control scheme to PID control to adaptive control algorithms, etc. In certain cases, the signal produced by a sensor may not be compatible with that which is required by a controller, or the signal produced by a controller may not be compatible with the signal required by an actuator. This may be particularly relevant when a new component is added, e.g., when a new temperature sensor measuring in degrees Fahrenheit is added to a closedloop control system configured to use degrees Celsius. In such case, the sensor signal can be processed through a transformation function, that is an element of a set of functions denoted by F (I) y , before fed to the controller(s) from the set K (I) . The control signal can also be processed through another set of transformation functions denoted by F (I) u before fed to the actuators. Typically, the control of a plant, given certain control objectives, may be comprised of several feedback loops as indicated in Fig. 1 for the configuration I.
Expert knowledge about the available components is given to the cognitive agent and is stored in its semantic database . This database may also contain additional information obtained from users and the Internet, as well as new implicit knowledge created by applying logical inference mechanisms on preexisting knowledge. To facilitate the latter, the agent has access to a second database, m , which contains semantic rules that model experts' reasoning through semantic mappings and support the inference mechanism. Basic definitions about the notion of these rules can be found in [28] . Every time a component is introduced or removed, agent becomes aware of the change. In the case of introducing a new component, obtains information about its functionality, properties, and characteristics (through semantic annotations), as well and adds it to its semantic database. The information may be coming from the component itself, through appropriate communication protocols and/or from the users or discovered via the Internet. The communication of agent with all components is event-driven and is indicated in Fig. 1 by orange lines. At the occurrence of every relevant event, where new knowledge about components becomes available, guides the transition from configuration I to I + 1 by selecting the appropriate sensors, actuators, controllers, and transformation functions and setting their relevant parameters.
In summary, in order to perform the change in the configuration from I to I + 1, the tasks of agent are broken down as follows.
1) Task 1: Understand the context/environment where the entire system operates. 2) Task 2: Detect and identify the available components. 3) Task 3: Acquire information about the functionality, properties and characteristics of each component. 4) Task 4: Turn the available information into knowledge that can be used to determine what components to use in order to synthesize the necessary feedback-control loops. 5) Task 5: Select the appropriate components and set their parameters such that certain performance objectives are met. In the scope of this paper, for the purpose of illustrating the proposed architecture in an application domain instead of in an abstract formulation, it is assumed that the context is a smart building with a floor-plan already available. Furthermore, it is assumed that each component has wireless connectivity and implements some node discovery and communication protocol. Thus, this paper considers Tasks 1 and 2 solved a priori, since information about the environment is assumed to have been imported in advance, while detection of new components is assumed solved by using standard network communication protocols. The emphasis is on Tasks 3 and 4. Task 3 is addressed through the semantic modeling and characterization of components described in Sections IV and V. Semantic characterizations are then exploited to solve Task 4 as presented in Section VI. Finally, exploring additional automation methods to address Task 5 is for future investigation, while in this paper some static solutions and assumptions are adopted. 
IV. KNOWLEDGE MODEL
The reader is taken through an illustrative scenario aiming at clarifying the way the semantic database is built and how the semantic inference is performed over the stored knowledgefacts to implement the decision mechanism for the online composition of the feedback-loop scheme.
Consider the scenario of an office as in Fig. 2 , where a digital sensor device (s 1 ) is deployed, measuring the temperature of the office (T 1 ) in degrees Celsius. The office is also equipped with a heating device (a 1 ) which introduces heat to the office at some energy rate in kW. In addition, a controller k 1 is deployed to regulate the temperature of the office by controlling the operation of the actuator. There is also a window on the east wall of the office, through which energy losses (E loss ) can potentially appear, however, it is initially considered fully closed and made of material with zero heat transfer coefficient.
Considering the office with the dynamics of its temperature state, we describe next the "things" that this plant contains. There is one temperature sensing device, one heating actuator, one controller, as well as the physical properties "temperature" and "energy," the measurement units "Celsius" and "kW," as well as the locations "office" and "ambient." All these are linguistic terms used by humans to refer either to cyber-physical entities or other types of entities and real world phenomena and concepts. From a knowledge perspective, any plant can be considered as a set of things (knowledge objects), defined as follows.
Definition 1 (Things): T = {t i |i = 1, . . . , n T } is the finite set of all things (linguistic terms) which an expert would use as a convention, to describe what exists in a subject plant. (The terms "individuals" and "instances" are also used to refer to these things, in the ontological engineering domain.)
The things are not all of the same type. The type of each thing is an important part of the knowledge which experts assume in order to share the same meaning. For instance, one would not be able to understand the description without knowing that the linguistic term Celsius refers to a unit of measurement, while the linguistic term "office" denotes a location. Therefore, a convention about the types of things is necessary and defined as follows.
Definition 2 (Classes): = {ω i |i = 1, . . . , n , ω i ⊆ T } is the set of all types/classes to which the things belong. Note that each element of is a subset of the set T . Elements in could be, for instance, the set of sensors (S), the set of actuators (A), the set of controllers (K), the set of locations (L), the set of physical properties (Q), as well as the set of measurement units (M). Since this paper is dealing with online compose-ability of control system schemes, these are further described in terms of their "inputs" and "outputs," therefore, two additional classes of things are defined for convenience: set U ∈ represents all inputs of components, while set Y ∈ represents all outputs of components. The use of these two sets will be clarified in Section V. In general, each thing may belong to more than one classes, however, for simplicity it is considered in this paper that each one belongs to only one class.
Further to the classes of things, the full understanding of the meaning is facilitated by the (semantic) relations between them. That is, Celsius (m 1 ∈ M) is a measurement unit of temperature (q 1 ∈ Q), while s 1 ∈ S is a "sensor" that measures temperature. Such logical relations, comprise a third convention assumed by experts when sharing knowledge. In general, relations comprise mappings between things of one class to things of another and their definition is given below.
) defines a nonbalanced graph with vertices being the elements of the sets V o , V d ∈ and edges being the elements of the set E Typically, a "relation-graph" is bipartite, i.e., the sets V o and V d comprise distinct classes of things. However, in the case when the relation-graph describes mapping between things of the same class (e.g., two distinct locations), then the origin and destination sets of vertices converge to one. Furthermore, in the case where multiple relations are required and defined between the same pair of classes, a subscript n = 1, 2, . . . is used with the set of edges E in the above definitions, in order to differentiate between the relations. Fig. 3 shows some example relation-graphs that represent various relations between things. The nodes of the graphs represent things while their classes are shown with dashed-line rectangle containers. An edge that connects two things represents the relation that exists between them. The shown edges represent six different relation-graphs, however, for readability purposes, four of them are highlighted with different colors.
Multiedge paths between things represent "composite" relations, i.e., relations not explicitly defined in advance. For example, the bipartite graph G(Y, Q, E (Y,Q) ) can be considered as formed with vertices from the sets Y and Q and edges the paths of length 2 from nodes in Y to nodes in Q [e.g., the path (y, m, q)]. This is a relation that is derived from the composition of two other relations.
Since the relations are defined from specific origin class to specific destination class, the respective graphs are directed in general. However, in most cases the converse relation also exists, which results in bidirectional (or nondirectional) graphs. For instance, considering the illustrative example introduced earlier, saying that sensor s 1 is "located in" l 1 = office, would have the same meaning as saying l 1 "contains" sensor s 1 . Wherever the converse of relations utilized in this paper are meaningful, the edges are shown as nondirectional.
Several relations can be defined between different classes of things. The union of all resulting relation-graphs defines a super-graph, which in combination with the things and their "classes" comprises the semantic database introduced earlier.
V. SEMANTIC MODELS OF COMPONENTS IN
FEEDBACK CONTROL SCHEME
The knowledge (semantics) about the components of a feedback control scheme, is encoded in a layered hierarchical view. To determine this view, the input-output nature of all components is exploited. The following four layers are used: 1) the "scheme components" layer which contains the things that represent the actual implementations of control-related components (i.e., plant, sensor, controller, actuator); 2) the "inputs-outputs-locations" layer which contains all inputs and outputs of every component, as well as the "locations" sublayer that encodes the physical location associated with each component directly or indirectly; 3) the "thematic knowledge" layer which contains things encoding all other domain specific knowledge (physical properties and measurement units in this paper). This is used to characterize the components and subsequently their inputs and outputs; and 4) the "functions" layer which hosts things representing any type of signal processing functions that, e.g., transform one measurement unit to another.
In order to introduce and help clarify the semantic composeability of feedback control schemes, the semantic models of components are first graphically introduced in the following section. Additional emphasis is given to the locations sublayer, since locations comprise a key property in identifying the cyber-physical components that are more appropriate to be connected together. 
A. Semantic Models of Components 1) Plant:
A core type of component in a control scheme is the "plant." In general, a plant is a component described by the dynamics of a certain set of state-variables. These dynamics are affected through input-variables (controlled and/or uncontrolled) and the effect is measured via certain output-variables (measurable functions of state-variables and/or parameters) through a certain transfer function. The controlled inputvariables are computed by a controller and produced by actuators, while the output-variables can be measured by sensors.
To simplify the presentation of semantic modeling for feedback control schemes, this paper considers plants with one input-variable, which is mapped to an output-variable and is associated with a certain location. This is represented by the snapshot of the semantic database shown in Fig. 4 . In general, multiple input-variables and output-variables can be considered, simply by introducing more nodes of class U and Y, respectively. The semantic model of a plant consists of a tree that has as root the plant node. For single-input, single-output plants, the tree has three branches, the "input-branch" (marked by triple purple edges) the "output-branch" (marked by double green edges) and the "location-branch" (marked by single red edges). The input branch identifies the input-variable to the plant, the output branch identifies the output-variable, while the location branch identifies the location associated with the plant. In the figure, nodes q and q are referred to as the "inputbranch-leaf-node" and "output-branch-leaf-node," respectively, while the location node l is referred to as the "location-branchleaf-node" of the plant model tree (all leaf nodes are filled with light orange diagonal pattern). For example, let the plant (p = p 1 ) be the office of Fig. 2 with its temperature dynamics. This has a single input and a single output. The output y may represent the measurable office temperature and the input u may represent the heat introduced in the office. The plant is also associated with the location l = l 1 = office. 2) Sensor: Adopting the same input-output view of components, a sensor can be viewed as a component that receives as input some physical property and produces as output a signal or a time series measured in some measurement units. Fig. 5 illustrates the semantic model of a sensor s. Similarly to the plant the semantic model tree associated with the sensor has thing s as a root node and three branches: 1) the inputbranch with the physical property that the sensor measures as an input-branch-leaf-node q; 2) the output-branch with outputbranch-leaf-node being the measurement unit m produced by the sensor; and 3) the location-branch with l, the location where the sensor is installed, as the location-branch-leaf-node. For example, the semantic model of the temperature sensor in the office has its input associated with the physical property q = q 1 = temperature, its output associated with the measurement unit m = m 1 = Celsius, while the device is located in the office (l = l 1 = office).
In general, each measurement unit is always associated with a physical property, therefore there is also a formed relationgraph that involves objects of type physical property and objects of type measurement unit. The edges of this graph are indicated by gray line in Fig. 5 , since they are not participating in the semantic model of the sensor itself.
3) Actuator: An actuator is a device that receives an input command or an input signal by a controller and produces an output signal that affects a physical property. For example, a heater, depending on its capabilities, may receive an input command "0 or 1" to simply turn on or off or in the range "0, . . . , 100" and produce a signal in kW, representing the energy in the form of heat. The semantic model of the actuator is not represented graphically, however, it is very similar to the model of a sensor. Its input-branch has a leaf node m which characterizes the input signal that the actuator can receive, the output-branch has as leaf node the measurement unit m that characterizes the output signal produced and the locationbranch has as leaf node the location l, where the actuator is installed. Fig. 6 . Semantic model of a certain "controller" k, comprising a tree with one input-branch (through a certain input u), one output-branch (through a certain output y) and one location-branch (through a certain location l.
4) Controller:
The controller is also viewed as an inputoutput component, where the time series input is usually a signal produced by a sensor. It then generates an output command or an output signal, fed to the actuator. The semantic model of a controller is shown in Fig. 6 .
The controller k is the root node and there is one input-and one output-branch, as well as a location-branch. The input corresponds to a signal coming, e.g., from a sensor output, thus an input-branch-leaf-node m of type measurement unit is considered. The output corresponds to a signal/command to be given to an actuator, therefore another measurement unit m is considered as the output-branch-leaf-node. The controller component is assumed to be a software, with no location property of its own. However, the controller is typically considered in relation with a specific plant (either due to its design or due to its potential deployment) and as such it inherits the location properties associated with the plant p. This results in the use of the location-branch-leaf-node l. For instance, the model of plant p = p 1 discussed earlier, already defines the office as its associated location and this will be inherited by any controller adopted in the feedback control scheme, giving l = l 1 = office. For completeness, it is noted that beyond the time series' inputs, controllers may have additional inputs for reconfigurable parameters, as well as special inputs for reference signals. The values for these "parameter-inputs" and reference signals may be measured by installed sensing devices or given (updated) by humans and/or third party (Internet) services.
For the purposes of this paper, a small set of simple controllers is considered, which are introduced in the sequel. Incorporating more advanced controllers with different criteria is also possible, and in fact, this is one of the main advantages of the proposed methodology and architecture. It is also emphasized that the instantiations of the semantic models of the components can be either imported manually or retrieved from predefined Internet sources hosting the structured information in the form of "semantic drivers" of components (e.g., during design of buildings). In essence, what is achieved by the proposed modeling, is the encoding of the required knowledge in machine readable format. Assuming a repository of given (cyber and/or physical) components with their semantic models, the objective is for the agent to be able to choose a subset of them and ensure viable compositions of feedback control schemes that also meet the predefined application and control objectives. The compositions (connections) of the components are discussed in the next section.
The semantic database developed and used in this paper for the presentation of the concept, has been implemented as a lightweight, application-independent and easily manageable OWL/RDF ontology [33] , that is, a standard format (XML-like text) representing knowledge facts in the form of triplets subject -property -object . The developed semantic database allows the incorporation of existing standard ontology frameworks that allow semantic composition of services/components, e.g., OWL-S, [34] , or frameworks for semantic annotation of RESTfull services [35] . It may also be combined with ontologies dedicated for sensor annotations such as the "SSN" by the W3C Semantic Sensor Network Incubator Group (SSN-XG) [36] and the "SensorML" standard [37] by the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC), as well as other domain specific ontologies (e.g., DOGont, [29] in the smart buildings context), so as to serve a wider range of intelligent applications.
B. Semantic Composition of Components
The semantic composition of the components, first of all considers the classes (types) of the components and their typical role in the closed-loop scheme as indicated in Fig. 1 . That is, a sensor will use as input a certain physical signal of the plant, a plant's (controlled) input will be produced by a relevant actuator and so on. Second, the composition considers the "semantic matching" of the components, that is, the output-input matching for consecutive pairs of components, based on their semantic models. In general, the existence of a path from one thing (node) to another when traversing the semantic database (super-graph ), indicates a semantic relation for the two things. A human expert would identify the useful paths (relations) that should exist in order to form a meaningful connection between an output of one component to the input of another. This cognitive process followed by the human expert, needs to be codified in "semantic rules" [28] , in order to enable the agent to reason upon the semantic database and infer the meaningful connections. The database of available rules is denoted as m . At this stage in this paper we do not attempt to present the rules in a formal language; instead, we use the graphical representation of the semantic database to describe the rules, as presented in the sequel.
The semantic matching is essentially exploited on an outputinput basis and is achieved if and only if there are meaningful relation paths from the output-branch-leaf-nodes of one component to the input-branch-leaf-nodes of the other component and, in addition, there is a meaningful relation path between the location-branch-leaf-nodes of the two components through the existing relation graphs that connect different locations in the semantic database. Possible relations between physical properties and measurement units (including composite relations) can be utilized, while for the location matchings, relations between location nodes may be utilized as demonstrated next.
1) Location Relations:
Given an overall system (e.g., a building), a number of relative locations and the relations between these locations may be introduced. For example, a building is located in some region and it consists of several rooms. Within each room, several sub-locations are identified. Then, one relation may represent that a location "is part of" another location while its inverse relation, i.e., a location "contains" another location is also defined. This rela-
), using the notation of "Definition 3." Another relation is that a location "is adjacent to" some other location which is also bi-directional and is
). Other relations between the location objects may also be defined as needed. Locationrelations comprise a very important property of cyber-physical components, as their operation is often highly associated with their spatial properties.
2) Actuator-Plant-Sensor Matching: The first task of the agent is to find the actuators able to affect the inputs of the plants that require control, as well as the sensors that can actually measure the outputs and other required parameters. The actuator-plant composition is shown in Fig. 7 . It can be seen that the matches are shown by formed loops, while the leaf-nodes that participate in the loops are filled with orange color instead of the diagonal pattern (nodes q , m and l here) and edges that participate in the paths to the leaf nodes are also marked with orange dashed lines. Finally, transparent orange dashed lines start from the virtual edges and end on an AND gate that virtually controls the switch, meaning that the switch only closes if all candidate matches are confirmed. All other graph elements that do not have any role in the semantic matching, are illustrated with thin gray lines.
The plant-sensor composition is not shown, however, it is very similar to the actuator-plant composition discussed 
) relation-graph, it may explore other options, e.g., find a sensor in another location associated with the plant's location through a path of the "is-
). Such sensor will be used depending on the specifications of the considered controllers, e.g., considering whether there is an open physical air-flow path between the two locations.
3) Controller Matching: Once the agent has found appropriate actuators and sensors, it is required to identify an appropriate controller. In this case, the matching is confirmed if the input-branch-leaf-node of the controller's semantic model is the same as (or is connected through a path of the knowledge model with) the output-branch-leaf-node of the sensor's semantic model and the location-branch-leafnodes of the models of the two components are either the same or they are connected through appropriate location-graphs. In the example of this paper, the sensor output, as well as the controller's input represent signals in some measurement units m ∈ M. Detailed presentation of this composition, as well as the controller-actuator composition are omitted, as they can be derived from understanding the previous models.
It has been mentioned that there are cases where the output signals of some components need to be passed through processing functions before being fed as inputs to other components. For instance, a physical property may be associated with several measurement units and there might be a function that converts one measurement unit to another measurement unit. This piece of expert knowledge can be included in the semantic database and be utilized as required by the agent . For example, an appropriate function can be used to transform degrees Celsius ( o C) to degrees Fahrenheit ( o F) and vice versa when required for temperature measurements. Fig. 8 illustrates the intervention of such function to transform the measurement unit of the signal produced by the sensor (e.g., Celsius represented by thing m) before this is fed to the controller that expects a signal in "Fahrenheit" represented by the thing m . Find all actuators that are capable of acting on the plant's inputs Find all sensors that are capable of measuring the plant's outputs. 4: for each available controller starting with the one of higher performance ranking do Check if it can drive the actuators found in previous step. 6: Exploit also available transformation functions for the control signals.
if successful then, 8: Find whether the sensors identified earlier measure the controller's (mandatory) inputs.
Exploit also available transformation functions for the sensor's output signals. 10: if successful then, Match is confirmed, therefore close the loop with the matching components and continue operation of the control system for the specific plant.
12:
else Allow option to drive fewer actuators than available and iterate with checking the next controller 14: end if end if 16: end for end procedure It can be seen that the semantic matching of the sensor with the controller only becomes feasible through the transformation function f = f CF (C) = C * (9/5) + 32 that transforms degrees Celsius to Fahrenheit. Note the orange-dashed-line marking of the edges that pass through the function and facilitate the matching. These edges are also shown as directed, to capture the flow of transformation from a unit to another and avoid nonmeaningful use of the relations. The transformation of control signals before being fed to an actuator can be modeled in a very similar way and is not presented here.
C. Closed-Loop Online Composition Decision Algorithm
Summarizing the above, as soon as a change appears in the availability of components, an overall closed-loop online configuration algorithm is executed by the agent (see Algorithm 1), so as to enable the shift of the control scheme's configuration from (I) to (I + 1). Since this paper is not addressing the selection of controllers based on performance criteria, it is assumed that the already available controllers are ranked offline according to predefined performance criteria. This assumption supports the selection and adoption of one controller (the one with higher ranking) in case more than one comprise valid (semantic) options for closing the loop.
It is noted that the discussed procedure for output-input semantic matching is executed as many times as required during the execution of the algorithm, to find matches between outputs and inputs of components. Also, the cases where more than one sensors measure (and/or, more than one actuators act on) the same physical property, are assumed presolved in this paper, adopting existing sensor fusion or actuation signal fusion techniques. In future implementations, an effort will be made to automate the encoding of knowledge related to the performance ranking, as well as to the fusion functions, thus further automating the decision process. Moreover, it is emphasized that the method is currently considered applicable to systems and processes with "slow" (enough) dynamics that leave time for the agent to complete the execution of the algorithm and connect the components appropriately, not compromising the control objectives.
The following section presents specific online composition cases, to enhance the understanding and illustrate the applicability of the method.
VI. EXAMPLE ONLINE COMPOSITION SCENARIOS
A feedback control scheme of the architecture in Fig. 1 has been deployed in the plant of the example given in Section IV, with the aim to regulate the temperature at a desired value.
For the purposes of presentation clarity of the work, it is assumed that all utilized actuators receive inputs of the form "ON/OFF" or of the form of a range "[u min , u max ]" and produce an action proportional to those values. In practice, each of these commands may be represented by different actual values, e.g., "0/1" meaning "1" for ON and '0' for OFF. All these will be represented by different things from the class of measurement units, M and there can be appropriate functions in the class of function things, F, that can transform one unit to another. Moreover, the contribution of the work is focusing on the knowledge modeling of control system components and subsequent configuration inference and not on the specific implementation of the controllers. Therefore, for the sake of the example, it is assumed that agent can select only among three types of controllers; a periodic open-loop controller, a threshold controller and a proportional controller, as presented below. In future work, we plan to present the applicability of the method with more advanced controllers, as well as online incorporation of criteria for selecting the appropriate controller to use.
The specifics of the three utilized controllers are discussed below.
1) Periodic Open Loop
Controller: An open-loop controller which produces an "on/off" signal to an actuator based on internal cycle configuration. The controller operates with a default cycle, exchanging between an "off" timeperiod followed by an "on" time-period. It also offers a parameter-input through which the on and off periods can be configured. This controller is given by
where T defines one operation cycle, i.e., the time between two consecutive turn-on events of the controller, a ∈ (0, 1) is the parameter that configures the on and off periods in the cycle, u 1 (t) is the control decision produced by controller k 1 and n = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . Such controller might be utilized for the control of a ventilation fan, to clean the inside air at fixed cycles. 2) Threshold Controller: A bang-bang controller which produces an on signal when the measured value of a physical property is less than its desired value and an off signal when the value is greater. This controller receives a measurement value of some physical property as an input. The controller is given by (2) , where a dead-zone is also considered to avoid reactions to measurement noise or other high-frequency oscillations
where u 2 (.) is the control decision produced by controller k 2 , y(t) > 0 is the measurement of the state assumed by the controller, r(t) > 0 is the reference/desired value of the state and is a small positive value that defines the size of the dead-zone. Such controller may be used for maintaining the temperature of a room close to a reference value. 3) Proportional Controller: A controller that produces a signal proportional to the tracking error y c (t)−r(t) which defines the level of operation of an actuator. The controller receives as input the measured value of a physical property, while it is also given a reference value and, optionally, a vector of other parameters of the plant (e.g., opening of the window) as parameter-inputs, which help in calculating the gain for stability. By default, the parameters are considered constant and are given to the controller upon deployment. This controller is given by
where u 3 (.) is the control decision produced by the controller, y c (t) is the measurement of a plant's state, as assumed by the controller, r(t) is the desired value of that state of the plant, is the proportional gain function, and θ is a vector of parameters which affect the gain calculation for stable control. Such controller may be used for the regulation of the temperature in a room at specific value. Moreover, for the implementation of the semantic matching and the algorithm, the interface of agent with the semantic database is implemented through the API of the Apache Jena project [38] , while the queries performed in the semantic database, are written using the SPARQL protocol [39] .
The following list summarizes the knowledge objects currently introduced in the knowledge model. 1) p 1 ∈ P, representing the plant (i.e., the office and its temperature dynamics) subject to control. 2) s 1 ∈ S, representing the temperature sensor deployed in the plant. 3) a 1 ∈ A, representing the actuator (heating device) deployed in the plant.
representing the Celsius units produced by the sensor, the kW units produced by the actuator, as well as the on/off and the "[0, 100]" signals, respectively, produced by controllers. 6) q 1 , q 2 ∈ Q, representing the temperature physical property and the "heat energy" property affected by the actuator, respectively. 7) The corresponding semantic models of the plant, sensors, actuators and controllers, as discussed in Section V. Given the currently available components and semantic database and considering the plant p 1 that is subject to control, Algorithm 1 runs as follows.
Step 1: The first step focuses on the composition of the available actuator a 1 and the plant p 1 . The plant has an input u 1 representing the introduction of heat energy in the office, while the actuator has output y 1 representing the produced heat energy. The respective composition is illustrated as part of Fig. 9 . Note that the coloring convention has been adjusted here to facilitate the illustration of the semantic matching for a complete closed-loop. The output-branch of a 1 , the inputbranch of p 1 , as well as the path between the respective leaf-nodes are marked with thick gold line. The locationbranch is marked with a red line and it can be seen that the respective leaf-nodes of the components coincide. The actuator is therefore confirmed as acting on the plant input since it is located in the appropriate location and produces a signal that affects the required physical property.
Step 2: In a similar way, Fig. 9 shows the composition of plant p 1 and sensor s 1 , where the respective output-branch and input-branch are marked with double blue line.
Step 3: Exploiting whether actuator a 1 , confirmed in previous step, can be driven by the controller k 3 given by (3), which has the highest performance ranking. This controller produces a signal in the range [0, 100], represented by measurement unit m 4 . It is also assumed that the gain of the controller is calculated based on prior knowledge of the plant parameters at deployment, which implies that the controller is associated with the location l 1 = office. On the other hand, the actuator is assumed receiving an on/off signal as input and this knowledge is modeled by measurement unit m 3 . The composition can be examined in Fig. 9 . Following the light gray line from the controller k 3 , it can be seen that its output-branchleaf-node does not coincide with the input-branch-leaf-node of the actuator, which means that the components cannot be used together in the closed-loop scheme. The algorithm suggests checking for the next controller in the rank, that is, k 2 . This controller does produce an on/off signal, which makes the matching confirmed as shown by the branches marked with dashed purple line.
Step 4: Exploiting whether sensor s 1 confirmed earlier, measures the input of controller k 2 . Apart from the measured input, the controller requires a reference value. It is assumed that the desired room temperature is read from a predefined source, in degrees Celsius. Therefore, the input u 4 of the controller inherits the location l 1 = office from the plant and the measurement unit m 1 = Celsius from the reference value. On the other hand, the sensor is annotated as measuring in m 1 and its location is already given as l 1 . The leaf-nodes of the outputbranch of the sensor (for its output y 4 ) and the input-branch of the controller (for its input u 4 ), as well as the leaf-node of the location-branches of both components, coincide. This leads to the conclusion that sensor s 1 does measure the input of controller k 2 . This composition is also illustrated in the same figure, with the output and input branches marked with triple green line.
A. Replacing and Adding Sensors and Processing Functions
At some time-point, the sensor s 1 stops transmitting. In order to help emphasize on the contribution of the agent , we assume that it is initially non active when the change happens. The result of this event is captured in Fig. 10 , marked with "(1)" and a red dashed line. The figure illustrates a 24-h simulation of the plant's operation. Fig. 10(a) , shows the temperature of the office in degrees Celsius, versus the simulation time, while Fig. 10(b) shows the corresponding control input in Watts. The current situation is such that there is no measurement feedback and we assume that the controller is configured so as to stop operating. As a consequence, and since there is no active semantic mediation, the office temperature is left to drop (note: the ambient temperature is modeled as varying between 6 and 15 • C in a 24-h cycle). Then, at time-point marked with "(2)" we assume that the agent becomes active again, thus executing the algorithm to reconfigure the feedback control scheme. Reviewing the execution of the algorithm, it is derived that k 2 is ruled out of options since its input is no longer measured. The algorithm iterates and selects the controller k 1 , which can still drive a 1 , while not expecting any inputs since it operates in open loop (we assume a default cycle configuration with a = 0.4, defining a 40% on period). This configuration is the I = 1. We can see that the control of the plant resumes with the use of the openloop controller k 1 and the temperature is regulated accordingly, even with degraded performance given the capabilities of the employed controller.
While k 1 operates on a default cycle, a human user updates its semantic model, specifying that its parameter-input a represents the property "thermal comfort" in the location "ambient," defined as a percentage value in the range (0, 1). A software service is also available and semantically annotated as reading the local "ambient" temperature from a weather service on the Internet and transforming it to a thermal comfort' signal, mapping the thermal comfort range (25 • C-10 • C) to the range (0, 1) (ambient temperatures below 10 • C are mapped to the lower end of the comfort range). These annotations enable the agent to match the output of the software service to the parameter-input a of k 1 , which subsequently adjusts its operation cycle. The change happens at time-point marked with "(3)" and shows that the controller k 1 increases the "on" period responding to the very low ambient temperature.
At a future event, a new temperature sensor s 2 is deployed to replace the faulty one, which however measures in degrees Fahrenheit (modeled by m 5 ∈ M). With the opportunity, the heating device is also replaced by another one (a 2 ∈ A), which accepts as input a step signal in the range "[0, u max ]," where u max is the maximum power at which the device can operate. In the meantime, two functions become available as well: 1) function 5 and m 4 to m 1 and m 2 respectively). Note: these things/functions can be also retrieved online from dedicated cyber sources.
The system detects the changes in the components. Given the current situation, the composition of actuators and the plant finds a 2 capable of producing the signal for plant input u 1 , since the output characteristics of the new actuator have not changed. Moreover, the composition of plant and sensors remains unchanged as well, since s 2 measures q 1 = temperature, which is the same physical property. The algorithm continues by checking the composition of the controller k 3 (that is ranked higher in terms of performance) and the available actuator a 2 . Fig. 11 illustrates all resulting compositions. It can be seen that through the function f KW a path is formed from m 4 , the output-branch-leaf-node of k 3 , to m 2 , the input-branch-leaf-node of a 2 . The components have the same location-branch-leaf-nodes. This leads to the conclusion that the controller k 3 is able to drive the actuator a 2 . Next, the algorithm checks whether sensor s 2 measures the input of controller k 3 . Fig. 11 shows that there is a path created through the function f FC , from m 5 = Fahrenheit, the output-branch-leafnode of s 2 , to m 1 = Celsius, the input-branch-leaf-node of k 3 . Locations are again the same, therefore, the composition is confirmed. This leads to the completion of the algorithm and the controller k 3 being adopted to close the loop in a new scheme configuration I = 2.
The simulation results are shown again in Fig. 10 . Event marked with "(4)," captures the deployment of the new sensor, initially also assuming no availability of the measurement units' transformation function. We choose to show this result in order to emphasize on the ability to incorporate new functionality online. It can be seen that the problematic interpretation of the temperature measurements in the time period between events (4) and (5), causes the controller to operate wrong. Finally, event (5) marks the incorporation of the unit transformation function, which causes the control system to return back to normal operation.
Although the above examples of retrieving temperature measurements from Internet sources, transforming Fahrenheit to Celsius degrees or adjusting between signal ranges are simple for presentation purposes, the same mechanism can be used for more advance transformation paths, e.g., given the occupancy of a room, derive implicit knowledge about the increase in temperature and/or Carbon dioxide concentration. It is emphasized that with the proposed architecture, such knowledge is not necessarily available in advance, but it can be incorporated in the control scheme online through the update of the semantic database. The following sections offer insight to additional cases to show the strengths of the approach, however, details about the compositions are not given, due to high complexity of the graphs and space limitations.
B. Exploring New Plant Knowledge
Later in time, the knowledge about the plant is enriched, adding another location l 2 = window. A third sensor s 3 is also deployed that measures the physical property "opening" of the window (defined as q 3 ) in the measurement unit "percentage", represented by the thing m 6 . The plant semantic model is also enriched with a new output-branch that represents the measurable window opening. The execution of the algorithm will lead to configuration I = 3, where sensor s 3 will be confirmed as measuring the window opening, while controller k 3 may be adjusted to consume that measurement through an optional input for parameters, to update its gain using the new plant knowledge.
C. Exploring Relations Between Locations
Later, a fourth sensor s 4 is deployed outside of the office (represented by location l 3 ), measuring the ambient temperature in degrees Celsius. The knowledge model is also adjusted to be able to update the adjacency relations between locations to define that l 3 is "adjacent to" l 1 whenever the opening of the window (q 3 ) is measured more than 80%. The reasoning behind this, is that the office temperature becomes almost equal to the ambient temperature if the heat transfer coefficient of the opening is big enough.
Executing the algorithm, sensor s 4 can be confirmed by , through the locations' relation, as measuring the office temperature. In this case, the values produced by sensors s 2 and s 4 can be properly fused (e.g., applying a weighted average considering the accuracy of devices given by manufacturers) and be fed into the controller k 3 in a configuration I = 4. Alternatively, in case of big openings and subsequently potentially big heat energy losses, may also be given the intelligence to shut-down the controllers to avoid high energy cost (it is left outside the scope of this paper).
D. Discussion of Results
It can be seen from the presented illustrative scenarios and simulations that the designed system is able to respond to changes in the measurement and/or actuation capability and switch to a different (semantically valid) closed-loop configuration. Further to the positioning of this paper, addressed in Section II, the key advantages and contributions are summarized as: 1) unlike typical switching control systems, there is no prerequisite to know in advance the possible components and configurations or their capabilities; these can be semantically described as they become available and 2) the switching decision is made online, by the agent , which is equipped with a logic-based system that exploits expert knowledge and inference rules and helps producing an explicit decision signal; the expert knowledge comprises knowledge about the application domain, standards-compatible modeling of components, and closed-loop system configuration rules; current related work in literature, either does not address the reconfiguration challenge at the closed-loop level or it does not provide an explicit mechanism for making the switching decisions when the configurations are not known in advance. For instance, existing solutions would neither have been able to feed a controller with the signal of a new sensor, online, nor to incorporate a transformation function online.
Beyond the advantages, there are some key constraints that limit the applicability of our solution: 1) although in theory the method works with wired components as well, its applicability is more straightforward with wireless IoT-enabled components; 2) new components deployed in the system must first be semantically described using the predefined models, otherwise they cannot be used effectively; 3) the logic-based switching decision-making is computationally intensive, therefore, it may not be applicable to systems with fast dynamics; 4) the system can only use types of components already considered in the modeling, i.e., current implementation cannot use a state-estimator; and 5) the supported measurement and actuation capability is limited by the modeled domain knowledge, i.e., the system cannot use an occupancy sensor if the property "occupancy" is not already described in the model.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper presented a new method and architecture, that can be adopted in the design of feedback control schemes within large-scale systems, in order to take advantage of the online reconfigurability characteristics offered by combining cyber-physical control systems with semantic composition techniques.
The scope of the work was neither to advance the control algorithms as such nor to extent the theory behind semantic composition of services. It was rather to develop a mechanism that will allow the application of these techniques within the configuration of switching closed-loop schemes. The applicability of the proposed architecture and methodology has been tested with an illustrative scenario from the smart buildings domain. It has been shown that the methodology allows the transparent plugging-in of control system components without the need to shut-down and redesign the closed-loop.
The results presented here, are considered as the first milestone of this paper, since they comprise a complete first-draft implementation of the framework. Next steps will focus on.
1) Semantic modeling of more components, e.g., observers and online learning functions. 2) Investigation of closed-loop stability during switching (this paper assumed only systems the states of which remain bounded during switching). 3) Methods for optimal selection of closed-loop configuration, given a set of returned semantically valid options. 4) Online knowledge acquisition, combining semantic modeling with data driven techniques (in this paper the system is prepopulated with expert knowledge, while it can also incorporate new expert knowledge online, i.e., in cases of new components installed in the large-scale system, but it cannot generate knowledge on its own. 5) The implementation of a demonstration setup that will pilot-test the applicability in real-life scenarios.
